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INTRODUCTION

The bull shark, CarfarhinusIeucas, occurs in relatively warm- waters

around the world,-tends to congreqate in shallow, brackish water abbut the

mouths of large rivers and to make its way up some rivers, sometimes for

great distances. This appears to be the case in the San Juan River between

Nicaragua and Costa Rica, as well as in Lake Nicaraqua which is drained by

the San Juan, in. both of which a sizable population of these sharks occurs.

However, for many:years it has been assumed-that the sharks in the lake areI landlocked bythe occurrence of-several raoids in the river, and it has

only -been- in.receht years that this theory has been challenoed. A recent

paper by my prdup (Copeia 1966(3):385-402)-presents evidence analnst the

theory, pqinting out that the sharks are (as shown by morphometric data)

of the same species throughout the system, as well as in the sea; that the

rapidsare navigable by barges and tugs of at least two feet draught; that

sharks are taken both above and below the major rapids;. and that the same

species ascends rivers in other parts of the world. Although the

circumstantial evidence is stronq that sharks move up the )Rio San Juan into

Lake Nicaragua, -definitive proof must come from sharks taqqed at the mouth

of the river and recovered,-in the lake.

The sawfish, Pristis perotteti, also occurs in the Lake Nicaragua-

Rio San Juan system and the same question has arisen concernin its

9'1andlocked :status.

OBJECTIVFS

This study was designed

1. To demonstrate whether-or not the bull shark and the sawfish

It
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2
move- from the Caribbean-Sea Into Lake Nicaraqua.

2. To determlne whether or not they return to the- sea after havinq

been inq the lake.

3. To establish, their patterns of movement within the lake ond the

Rio San ,Juan.

4. To determine how long they stay in fresh water once they enter.

PROCEDURES

The original plan involved conventional tagging, to be conducted

at the three major outlets of the Rio San Juan, at San Juan del forte,

Nicaragua, Barra del Colorado, Costa Rica (the major outlet, Called, the

Rio Colorado, where the largest population of sharks occurs), and Samay

Lagoon, Costa Rica; at various points on the river, particularly El

Castillo and San ,Carlos, Nicaragua; and at the far end of the lake in

the vicinity of Granada. Various circumstances prevented work at Granada,

but extensive tagging was carried out at the other, more critical site's

(see maps and Table 8 for geographic locations).

Petersen disk tags were ,employed in 1966 and 1967, but they nroved

unsatisfactory for such larqe fish as sharks and sawfish. They were

'rarely recovered more than four or five months after taqqina, so they

were replaced for the rest of the project by Jumbo Rototags, which have

proven highly satisfactory.

Ultrasonic tags, emitting pulsed sionals into the water, were used

for four seasons. In 1967, sharks thus tagged were tracked, in the lower

.reaches of the river, with portable hydrophones and receivers from boats.

In 1968, 1969 and 1970, passage of sharks was monitored with recordino

receivers installed at strateqic points along the shores of the various

r'm m • • m,. '



channels of the Rio San, Juanh; The tags and recorders have been described
Sn an OR TactC1c~a Report (Thorson, Estorberv and Johnson, 199).

The sharks and saWfisb were caught by local fishermen, who used ,hand

lines with chain leaders and large 'hooks baited with' chunks of freshly cut

anr4 i0'I flesh, usually fish.

Host of the tagging occurred in the months of June, July and Auqust,

1966 through 1970. In addition, a few were taqged In November, 1.67,

April, 1969, July, 1971, and July, 197.

'RESULTS

Shark Taging

At the .river mouths large numbers of juventle 'sharks were taken,

(largely from about 50 to 80 cm. in length)., as well as adults. (s the

term itS used here,. it includes sexually imature as well as mature

,' individuals) from 110 to 240 cmi There were very few of the intermediate

size range (80, to 110 cm.), suggesting that a ,part of the life cycle is

spent elsewhere., The shark tagging records have therefore been separated

into adult and juvenile cateqories. They are presented in Tables, 1 and

2, which show numbers taqged, numbers recovered at least once, and

percentaqe recovered, by year and by taq tyne, as of January '1, 1973.

A total of 1634 adults and 1203,juveniles were tagqed. In both

categories, appreciably lower percentages of Petersen taqged sharks were

recovered than those tagged with Rototags. Only one of the former has

been recovered within the past four years, its tans havinq been overqrown

,.by cartilage and carried for 1022 days when the shark was caught.

Recoveries of Rototags are still being made, and likely will be for a

number of years. The overall, re.overy rate (13.8% for adults, 17.1% for

L1
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Juveniles) seems remarkable, considerinq that each shark released has

available to it the whole lake, the river, several laroe tributaries,

coastal channels and the open. sea.

Mvements of adult sharks.

Table, 4, summarizes movements made by adult sharks from each taqginq

si-e and gives ranges of time {in:days) between taqging and recovery.

Thezdata are shown qraphically in Flgures 1, 2, and3.

While most recoveries were made at the same locations where ta~qinq

took place, the sharks obviously moved freely back and' forth between

the coastal tagging sites as' well as up the riverfor various distances.

Six tagged at Barra del Colorado traversed the whole length of the river

to San Carlos, and two of these continued on far into the lake (Isla

Ometepe-and Islas del Nancital),.

Of the 145- adult sharks tagged at 'San Carlos,, twenty have been

recovered to date at the various mouths of the Rio San Juan. The free

movement of sharks through the full length of the river, in both

directions, has thus been positively established.

Movement within the lake has also been demonstrated by two sharks

tagged at San Carlos and recovered at the far end of the lake at Los

Cocos and the mouth of the Rio Tipitapa.

The length of time the sharks stay in fresh water cannot'be

established with complete certainty, since we cannot be sure that a shark

both tagged and recovered in fresh water has not returned to the sea

during the interim. However, the distances involved and the frequency

of captures and recaptures, both in fresh water, arque strongly for

virtually unlimited tolerance to fresh water.
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To date, no recoveries have been reported in the Caribbean Sea

farther from, the coastal tagging sites than Tortuquero to the-south and

San Juan del Norte to the north. It seems probable that sharks of the

Lake 'Nicaraqua-Rlo San Juan system range farther than known recoveries

Tndicate. There may welI be tags in the possession of fishermen at L
more distant points that have not reached me. However, the possibility

also exists that We are dealing with a more or less isolated population.

Nothing is known of the coastal movements of this Species, nor is it

known where the missing size range (80 to, ,10 cm.) spends that part of

its life cycle.

Movements of juvenile sharks.

Juveniles are found throughout the lower river and the channels

connected with it. They' are concentrated in some of the side channels

where presumably they are safer from predation by adults, but they are not

restricted' to these "nursery grounds." They are numerous, especially

below therapids, at El Castillo and occur, in small numbers, in Lake

Nicaragia.

Tagging showed that most of the recoveries of juvenile sharks were

made in the same general area where tagginq occurred. However, they

move, freely locally, for instance among the channels and sites included

'within the designation "Barra del Colorado", and between, the various

coastal tagging sites (Table 5, Figures 4 and 5). One tagged at Barra

del Colorado was recovered 420,days later at Rio Maiz, the greatest

distance north of the tagging sites of any recovery, includinq adult',and

Juvenile sharks and sawfish.
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At the upstream sites,, recoveries! were mostly local (is at E1

Castillo) or showed downstream movements, including the sinqle juvenile

tagged at San Carlos, which was recovered 493 days later at Barra. del

Colorado,

Most of the Juvenile recoveries were made within a month or two of

tagging, largely during the time when we, were still present in the study

area. Apparently most of the young leave the area after their first few

months of life and probably return after an undetermined lenqth of time.

To date I 'have only two recoveries between one and two years after

tagging, and one approaching three years (965 days). HoweVer I have

accurate total length measurements for none of them, so I cannot as vet

determine the growth rate, nor the length of titre the younq are absent.

Sawfigh 'agging

A summary of the tagging of 345 saWflsh and the recovery of 153 is

provided in Table 3. The hiqh recovery rate (44.3% until ,Jan. 1, 1973)

is in part a reflection of a commercial sawfish fishery oDeratinq in Lake

Nicaragua since 1976 and the efforts of personnel of Instsituto de

Fomento Nacional (INFONAC) in handling tag recoveries.

Of the 17 sawfish tacged at Barra del Colorado, seven were recovered

at least once, all at Barra del Colorado. Two of them-were recovered a

second time, also at Barra del Colorado. Time at liberty ranqed from one

day to 629 days (Table 6).

Two sawfish were tagged' at El Castillo, one of which was recovered at

Barra del Colorado 85 days later (Fiqure 6).

Of the 326 sawfish tagged at 'San Carlos, 64 were also recovered there, ]
from two hours to 752 days later. Only four were re-captured downstream,



* one at El Castillo 450 days iater, two at Barra del Colorado 577 and

743 days later, and one that passed out one of the mouths of the river

and made Its way down the coast to Parismina (1398 days), the areatest

distance south of the tagging sites of any shark or sawfish taqaed in

the program.

By far the greatest number of sawflish recoveries were of those taqqed,

in San CArlos and later taken in Lake'Nicaraqua. These were taken in

relatively shallow water along the coasts of the lake and various islands

in the lake in from 34 to 1334 days after taaginq.

Some of the sawfish may remain in one locality for extended neriods,

as in the case of a 362 cm. female taken at San Carlos June 28, 1970, and

recaptured four times at intervals of 3, 21, 368 and 143 days, every time

within a few hundred yards of the same place in San Carlos. On the other

hand, they are clearly very mobile, havinq been recovered in the sea and

all over Lake Nicaragua.

That they move between the lake and the sea was clearly demonstrated

by three individuals that moved from San Carlos the full distance down the

river. Unfortunately, relatively few sawfish are taken at the river mouths,

and only 17 were tagged in five taqginq seasons there and none were

proven to make the complete trip upstream. There can be little doubt,

however, that they do so, as there-is a pre-reproductive size ranqeI)
virtually missing from the population either in the lake or at the river

mouths, which must occur in the sea.

Ultrasonit Tracking

Table 7 summarizes the e'ectronic taggingqactivities carried out

from 1967 through 1970.

iii



In 1967, when portable tracking equipment was used, 11 s',ks were

tagged. One at San Carlos was lost almost at once, but ten were tracked,

in the channels near Barra del Colorado and Samay Lagoon for from five

minutes to nine hours and 20 minutes, and for distances of from less than

a kilometer to about seven km. Most of them tended to move downstream.

Threeof four tagged in the river mouth headed directly out to sea; the

fourth circled about and moved back and forth within a radius of about

1/2 km for two or three hours on two different days. Four of the eleven

were caught by fishermen 29, 30, 35, and 39 days after the oriqinal

marking, and one was takenabout a year later, all of them in the river

mouth.

In 1968, 1969 and 1970, movements were monitored by recordinq receivers

installed along, the river banks. Numerous movements were demonstrated

between various pairs of points, but the most noteworthy movements were

the following ones.

Two sharks tagged at El Castillo each passed out the river mouth at

Barra del Colorado about 36 hours later, having traveled a distance of

about 125 km.

Three sharks taqqed at San Carios were recorded in the Barra del

Colorado area about 175 km downstream, one in five to seven days, one

in 114 days and one in 12 days. A fourth shark taqqed at San Carlos

passed the Delta monitor (below all of the rapids) in four days and

17 hours.

A single shark tagged at the river mouth passed the full lenqth of

the river upstream, in 25 days or less. It was one of 38 sharks tagqed

at Barra del Colorado and Samay L~goon from two to 25 days before its

arrival at San Carlos.

L...
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TbIe 4. loements demontrated for Cafharhin-us, iuca6 adultt .
TAh6,-ihn site: Baraik delgooado (ll6' tdr 'nd)

Rtecover j og. of, recoVeriesI Days at lib-6-riY
B rra del, -Color-do 10 2 hrs. - 1402 d4Y aM2 1 - 1479Saimay LW&Agoo orte 20 18 -841

J Oue~ur 118
SCano Bravo 1 4.2

Cano -oon 2 225 39Delta 2 7 '29 -i 'Castillo 81 17, 258
San Cuano 4 123 - 741
-iOtepee1 1141

Bancitael

T+ming site=: SM: L (78 tagged)

S~amc!y Lagoon 3 31'- 39
Barra del Colorado 4 3 289,-bin Juan% del Norte 3 58--1135

Tortug~ro 64
gio Ba oa198
-l Castillo IT

Taggin, site__ S: n n del Norte (tagged)
San Jua del Norte, 3 22 -.7

Barra del Colorado 2 35 46
Tam sitng , _ T ero (1 tagged)

Barra del Colo2do- 1 286

Tiaggimm site: Can'o 'Nearo -(1 tagged) F
Barra del Colorado 30

Tamrim, site:. El Castillo (37 tagged)

RioSan Carlos2 1 200
Barre. del Colorado 9 16 1399

VTa P-, :,i h site : Sah Car'los (145 tagged)

SanaCarlos 4 2 - 56Los docors ?Rid Tipitapa 138
El Castillo 2 96 - 553,

fl1t-2 ? 35CAo Madre 2 41 -1375
Barr~a del Colorado 13 32'- 1108
Samay lagoon 4 78 - 1524
San Juan del Norte, 3 1 810 All
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Table 5. Movements demonstrated for Cnrcharhins leucas juveniles .

sit___ie: Barra d Colorado (1000 tagged)

Recover site No. of recoveries R at liberty
Barra del Colorado 154 2 hrs. - 346 daysRio Iaiz 1 420Samay Lag-oon 3 5 - 32Cato hadre 2 48 - 80Delta 2 25 - 35

n site: Sama L-O___ (54 togged)

Oamay Lagoon 6 2 - 23Barra del Colorado 2 3 - 13Tortuguero 1 96511 Castillo 1 217

Site: San Juan del I-Torte (3 tagoe)
.an Junn del Iorte 2 34 - 3

IaZ inr, site: -El Castillo (145 tagged)1 Castillo 20 1 - 2 hrs. - 132 dcyr

Rio Isln Chica 1 115I'io Bartola 1 33iji 0j:n Carlos 1 3Rio ""ra i 1armum1 307Barrr del Colorado 42

T'" cite: San Carlos (i tafced)

Barra del Colorado 1 493

CI
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2able 6. Movements demonstrated for-perott.ti. 3.6

- Asa ' d, el 22 .do (17 tsjed)

a site Ito. if toveries D a liberty
-arra del Colorado 7 1 -.629

Fin se: ga.stillo (2 togged)
Barra del Colorado 85

nin te: San 2M2Cl0s (326 taged)San Carlos 64 2 hr. - 752 daysE1 astillo I .50Barra del Colorado 2
Parismina 1 1398
Lake Nicaragua:.
Rio za-Dote I 1267Rio Boca Ancha 5 506 - 874
Islas Balsillas 1 188Archipielago Solen- 3 12 7

tinamemorillo 4 46 - 1279
Punta Zi Tule 3 -55 589
San liguelito 5 18 - 1259
31 Pedernal 5 171 - 510
Punta E1 Copelito 4 160 - 795Isla San Bernardo 6 128 - 59Islas del lNancital 5 179 - 725
San Ubaldo 2 272 - 601Puerto Diaz 6 20 - 817
Punta Santa Clara 2 185 - 2736Rio Malacatoya 3 222 - 461.Los Cocos 7 336 - 1334Las Isletas 13 19 - 808Isla E1 Armado 1 736Ban Jorge 2 0 -85
Isla Ometepe 8 60 - 758Unknown 2 66 - 720

66 2
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Table ?' Ultrasonic tagging.

LeaSite I."Linbor of c"
1967 Barra del Colorado 6

Smay Lagoon 2
Qano Negro ISan Carlos 1

1968 Barra del Colorado 16
Samay Lagoon 2
El Oastillo 2San Carlos 3

1969 Barra del Colorado 22
Samay Lagoon 15
San Juan del Norte 4
San Carlos 4

1970 Barra del Colorado 15San Carlos 5

;

:
lI



Tablo p. Sites referred to in text and maps.

1, Bitra del Colorado
SSan"' Taoon

3, 5 O 461 Norte

5 Parismina
6. nio 11aiz
7. Gallo Bravo
8. Caf-o Madre
9. ado 1ero

10. Delta
11. Rio Sarapiqui
12. Rio San C,rlos13. 136o Barola
14. KI Castillo
15. Rio Isla Chica
16. San Carlos
17. Rio Zapote
18. Rio Boca Ancha
19. Islas Balsillas
20. Archipicla~o Solentinime (with Isla Ic1aarron)
21. f1orillo (with !1io Ansuelo anI lio Consuclo)
22. Punta El Tule (with E1 Corosal anO Rio El Con,;o)
23. San Miguejito (with L1 Morro nnd Isla '1 23oqueto)
24. El Pedern.l (with Rio Camastro)
25. El Copelito (with Guabo)
26. Isla San Bernardo (with Isln Sa. 3rnrito)
27. Islas del Nancital (with Isla Grande)
28. San Ubaldo
29. Puerto Diaz (with Arrayan)
30. Phmta Santa Clara (with Punta El J1'ecro)
31 Rio Ialacatoya (with El Guayabo)
32. Los Cocos (with Punta San Pedro an,! hio i itapa)
33. Las Isletas (with Granada)
34. Isla El Armado
35. San Jorge
36. Isla Ometepe (IVoyogalpa Punta Joc:u: Ti rill, znsnadn

el Istian

conmt ol1.
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Nebraska, December, 1972. (MS thesis).

To be published:

A tagging study of the movements of the bull shark, Carcharhinus leucas,
in the Lake Nicaragua-Rio San Juan System.

Tagging of the sawfish, Pristis perotteti, in the Lake Nicaragua-Rio San
Juan System.

Some aspects of reproduction and life history of the sawfish, Pristis
perotteti.

Notes on the development of the scwfish, Pristis perotteti.

Three papers based on the thesis of Norman H. Jensen (above).

A paper based on the thesis of Robert E. Tuma (above).

Several other papers based on data recorded for sharks and sawfish in
the tagging program.
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A monoraph on the bull sharks nu leucas.
A monoraph on the saWfshq Prtjs p~te
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GRADUATE STUDENTS EMPLOYED

The ONR-sponsored tagging program was conducted in conjunction with
an NIH-supported study of osmoregulation in freshwater elasmobranchs.
Personnel and equipment were shared and the lines between the projects
were not always distinct. The following students took part, but only as
irlicated did they conduct their thesis work with OtR support.

Cowan, C. Michael, Nov., 1967 (other periods with other sources of support),
PhD 1968. Thesis: The blood proteins of the bull shark, Carcharhinus
leucas. (not ONR)

Gerst, Jeffery W., summer 1969, 1970 (other periods with other sources
of support), PhD 1973. Thesis: Osmoregulation and nitroqen metabolism
of Potamotrygon, freshwater stingrays of South America. (not ONR)

Greiner, Ellis C., summer, 1967, PhD 1971. Thesis not related to this
project.

Jensen, Norman H., summer, 1968 (other periods with other sources of
support), PhD 1972. Thesis: The reproduction and development of the
bull shark, Carcharhinus leucas, in the Lake Nicaragua-Rio San Juan
System (supported largely w-f'th-ONR funds). This will be published
in three papers.

Olander, Charles P., summer 1968, 1969 (other periods with other sources
of support), PhD nearing completion. Thesis not related to this
project.

Tuma, Robert E., June, 1967, MS 1972. Thesis: An investiqatlon of the
feeding habits of the bull shark, Carcharhinus lejcas, in the Lake
Nicaragua-Rio San Juan System of NTc_raqua and rosta Rica (supported
largely with ONR funds). This will be published as one paper.

Watson, Donald E., summer 1967 (other periods with other sources of
support), PhD 1966. Thesis: Some helminth parasites of fishes in
fresh waters of Nicaragua. (not ONR)
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